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Abstract. Bent crystals are a compact and versatile tool to manipulate ultra-relativistic particle beams
in accelerators. Indeed, the unrivaled steering power achievable exploiting channeling of particles between
the atomic planes is comparable to that of a 102−3 Tesla magnetic dipole. Since the ﬁrst experiments
in the 1980s, extensive research has been delivering important results for new physics experiments and
applications in accelerators. The substantial technological development, accompanied by reliable Monte
Carlo simulations, has increased the steering eﬃciency from a few % to the intrinsic maximum eﬃciency of
∼ 80%, limited by scattering of the particles with nuclei inside the crystal. The recently started two-year
(2022–2023) project GALORE of INFN aims to assess experimentally the possibility to overcome this
hard limit by developing a new generation of bent crystals, featuring an innovative geometry characterized
by a crystalline microstructure which inﬂuences particle dynamic in the crystal lattice to boost eﬃciency
close to 100%. The manufacturing process will exploit well-established techniques developed for silicon
microelectronics, and experimental testing will be carried out at the extracted beamlines of CERN North
Area with high-energy hadron beams. The success of this project could strongly impact the employment
of bent crystal in frontier energy accelerators, boosting performance of already proposed schemes as well
as enabling completely inedited use of bent crystal in particle physics experiment in accelerators.

1 Introduction
In a crystalline lattice, atoms occupy well-deﬁned
positions and appear organized along planes and rows,
resulting in regularly spaced distributions of electron
and nuclei densities. If a charged particle impinges on
such atomic planes or axes at a suﬃciently small angle,
it is captured under a channeling regime [1]. The crystal atomic planes become a pathway for propagation of
the particles inside the crystal. If the crystal is bent,
this causes the deﬂection of the particle beam [2]. The
large steering power achievable in such compact objects
is equivalent to hundreds of Tesla magnetic dipoles of
the same size, at multi-TeV beam energy like the ones
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). This stimulated
the application in accelerators as elements useful for
beam steering. Compared to magnetic optical elements
used in accelerators, crystals operate without need
of either a power source or a cryogenic environment
and are extremely compact and lightweight, making
them appealing for integration in particle accelerators.
The ﬁrst experiments conducted in the 1980s recorded
deﬂection eﬃciencies in the order of few percent or less,
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which was raised to few tens of percent in the 1990s [3]
mainly thanks to a proper design of the crystal geometry [4]. In more recent years, considerable improvements in crystal manufacturing techniques [5] allowed
the eﬃcient deﬂection (tens of %) of particle beams
in ultra-high-energy accelerators such as the SPS [6–8]
and the LHC [9,10]. Moreover, under optimized conditions the physically maximum achievable eﬃciency of
∼ 80% was recorded [11]. After a long R&D mainly
carried in the frame of the UA9 collaboration and in
which the INFN-Ferrara played a key role, the use of
bent crystals has been recently added as a part of the
baseline upgrade of the LHC ion collimation system in
the framework of the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC)
project. Bent crystals could be also used to extract
the halo of the LHC beam toward ﬁxed-target experiments using existing detectors [12,13] or even toward an
extracted line enabling a groundbreaking physics program accessible within ﬁxed-target experiments with
the multi-TeV proton and ion beams [14,15]. Crystalbased solutions [16] are also under consideration for the
extraction of SPS beams [17] or at synchrotron facilities [18]. Current techniques for bent crystal manufacturing are unable to overcome the limit of ∼ 80% for
the steering eﬃciency. Indeed, the intrinsic limitation is
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caused by the interaction of the beam particle with the
atoms of the lattice: Particles impinging on the crystal
too close to atomic planes are rapidly “dechanneled”
and are not deﬂected (nuclear dechanneling). A solution to circumvent this limitation was proposed in [19]
through the suggestion of an innovative crystal geometry (Fig. 1). The concept exploits the feature of channeled particles trajectories, which is characterized by
oscillation in the planar potential well. The dynamics of this behavior has been thoroughly investigated
and is well understood, so much that simulation could
predict related ﬁne phenomena that were shortly afterward conﬁrmed in experiments, such as quasichanneling
oscillation [20,21] and antichanneling [22]. At the very
beginning of the crystal, before dechanneling can occur,
the oscillation motion starts to point most of the particle trajectories toward the center of the interplanar
potential. At this point, if the particle were to exit the
crystal lattice, they would progress in straight line and
would result focused after a short distance. Thus, if a
crystal were to be machined to obtain a ﬁrst layer separated by a precise distance from the rest of the bulk,
this geometry could act as a sort of “channeling lens”
by forcing the channeled particle to reenter the crystal
far from the nuclei in the lattice planes, hence suppressing nuclear dechanneling. This method is theoretically
capable of permitting steering eﬃciency close to 100%;
we strongly believe that the bent crystal fabrication
technology is ready to achieve this potential. Availability of lightweight and inexpensive elements capable of
particle steering with eﬃciency close to 100% might
open innovative scenarios for manipulation of particle
beams at the energy and intensity frontiers, with elective application in beam collimation and ﬁxed-target
experiments at the LHC.
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2 Goals and expected results
The project aims to implement a novel bent crystal geometry, exploitable for ultra-relativistic particles
steering. Such a scheme has the feature to boost channeling eﬃciency close to 100%, thanks to the suppression of the spoiling contribution of dechanneling caused
by the scattering of channeled particles with the lattice
nuclei.
The GALORE project will face the technological
challenges needed to realize the ﬁrst prototype of this
novel crystal deﬂector, such as:
• a new and innovative bending approach, based on
the use of thin tensile ﬁlms, to deform crystals to be
used in setups for particle beam steering.
• manufacturing of a microstructure at the beam
entry face of the crystal, which will act as a lens
for the channeled particles. Figure 1 shows a sketch
of the crystal which we aim to manufacture.
The crystal manufactured for this project will be
optimized for experiments with hadron of energy 180
GeV, available at the extracted beamline of SPS at
CERN. (Thanks to their low divergence and high
energy, such beam has already been used to investigate interactions with bent crystals eligible for installation in SPS and LHC rings.) A slight adaptation of
the geometry manufactured for operations at 180 GeV
will lead to crystals suitable for operations at higher
energies; for example, a properly manufactured crystal might enhance performance for crystal-assisted SPS
slow extraction, improve LHC beam halo collimation and deliver new possibilities for extraction for
ﬁxed-target experiments. Moreover, these results would

Fig. 1 a Bent crystal with a crystalline lens at the beam entry face. b Zoom in the region of the crystalline lens. The
green part of the crystal is straight, only the red region is bent in the zy plane (c) sketch of the working principle of the
idea (for simplicity the crystal is represented as unbent)
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strongly support new proposals of crystal-based beam
manipulation in existing or future accelerators (HLLHC, FCC, μ-collider).

3 Methodology
The idea of the project is based on the predictions of
Monte Carlo simulations, in particular using the CRYSTALRAD code [23] which calculates the trajectories of
charged particles in the planar and axial electric ﬁeld of
either a straight, bent or periodically bent crystal. The
code takes into account multiple and single Coulomb
scattering on nuclei and electrons, nuclear scattering
and ionization energy losses and successfully simulated
several channeling experiments [24,25]. Figure 2a shows
the calculated trajectories for 180 GeV pions channeled between (110) planes of a silicon crystal: Their
motion is characterized by oscillations between atomic
planes, but particles with an initially too low impact
parameter are rapidly dechanneled (red trajectories).
Such particles do not contribute to the steering eﬃciency and might generate nuclear interactions with
the crystal, a harmful aspect for crystals aiming to
operate as elements to collimate or extract a particle
beam in an accelerator. Figure 2b shows trajectories
for particles channeled in a crystal equipped with the
“crystalline lens” proposed in GALORE. Between the
entry face of the crystal and the coordinate Z1 , particles are channeled in a thin silicon lens and start to
oscillate, with trajectories pointing to the middle of the
channel. At Z1 , the crystalline structure is interrupted
through a trench (red area): Particles move in recti-
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linear motion until the crystal restarts at Z2 . The net
result is that particles which would have normally suffered dechanneling are now recovered (green trajectories). This leads to an increase in steering eﬃciency and
lowering of the rate of nuclear interactions occurring in
the crystal–beam interaction, especially for alignment
within a quarter of critic angle.
The crystalline lens must be realized avoiding misalignment of the atomic planes at the two sides of the
trench (red area in Fig. 2b). With this aim, the crystal will be manufactured starting from a single silicon crystal, to be shaped through techniques typically
used for silicon micromachining. The main dimensions
and bending radius of the crystal will be optimized
assuming as an elective application the case of HLLHC beam collimation, i.e., the radius will be 80 m,
and the thickness along the beam be 4.1 mm, of which
the ﬁrst 0.1 mm will be a straight section containing
the crystalline lens, and the remaining 4 mm will be
bent. Optimal dimensions of the lens scale as the square
root of the beam energy. In order to validate the predictions, we plan to carry out experimental observation of the crystal modiﬁed channeling eﬃciency at
the energy of 180 GeV available in CERN facilities.
The optimal dimensions will be optimized through wellvalidated Monte Carlo approaches, in order to achieve
best result with beam available at CERN North Area.
The depth of the trench will be about 150 µm, and its
height about 10 mm, values suﬃciently large to intersect a reasonable section of beam to allow usable statistics. To assure a perfect alignment of the atomic planes
across the trench, we plan to maintain ﬂat the initial
0.1 mm of the crystal and impose bending only on the
remaining 4 mm. We plan to control the deformation

Fig. 2 The upper ﬁgure shows trajectories of hadrons (180 GeV pions) channeled between (110) planes of a silicon crystal.
Thick gray trajectories correspond to particles which entered the crystal with a small impact parameter with respect to
atomic planes and are rapidly dechanneled. The lower ﬁgure shows trajectories for particles entering the crystal with the
same impact parameter as in the previous simulation. (Highlighted area between Z1 and Z2 indicates the region with
crystal interruption.) Thick gray lines indicate the trajectories corresponding to particles which in the case of a “classical”
crystal would be dechanneled. In both ﬁgures, the dashed lines represent atomic planes
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Fig. 3 Experimental setup for test on beam: SD1-2 silicon detectors track the incoming particle trajectories, a
goniometer aligns the crystal wrt the beam, and SD3-4
tracks the beam downstream to calculate the deﬂection

state of the crystal with high accuracy developing an
innovative bending approach based on thin tensile ﬁlms
deposited on the surface of the crystal. In more details,
crystal deformation will be based on the action of a
thin silicon nitride ﬁlm (Si3 N4 ) deposited via Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD) techniques.
Deposition of this material and its properties are well
established from silicon micromachining: The deposition occurs from gas precursors at a temperature of
920 ◦ C in ultra-high vacuum. A tensile stress between
ﬁlm and substrate is generated during cooling as a consequence of the mismatch between the coeﬃcients of
thermal expansion of the two materials, and the stress
reachable with this technique can reach up to ≈ 1 GPa,
depending on ﬁlm thickness and environment during
deposition process. Besides the tensile ﬁlm features, the
achievable radius of curvature depends on the square
of the crystal thickness (in good approximation with
Stoney’s law) [26]. Thus, a wide range of radii of curvature from units to hundreds of meters can be obtained
by carefully tailoring ﬁlm and crystal geometry to suit
each case requirement.
This material is chosen because:
•
•
•
•

it is ultra-high vacuum compatible
guarantees a strong adhesion to silicon
is radiation resistant
can be deposited controlling its thickness to sub-nm
level over 4–6-inch-diameter areas
• imparts to silicon suﬃciently high stress needed for
this application (∼ 800 MPa)
The deposition occurs on all the wafer surfaces:
Removal of the ﬁlm from one of the faces through
chemical methods leads to deformation of the wafer.
In this project, deposition of a Si3 N4 layer 172 nm on a
500 − µm-thick silicon substrate is selected to obtain a
radius of curvature of 80 m, which is the value required
for the collimation of the LHC. Manufacturing of the
crystal will start from (110) oriented silicon wafer (orientation delivering the highest channeling eﬃciency)
nominally 500 μm thick.(see Fig 3)
Crystal-assisted particle beam steering at high energy
requires crystals free of dislocations: The purchased
wafers will be certiﬁed by the supplier as dislocationsfree through chemical etching techniques [27,28], and
the wafers will be recertiﬁed through X-ray topography techniques [29] at the European Synchrotron Radi-
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ation Facility (ESRF). Subsequently, wafer topology
and thickness will be characterized with nm-accuracy
at INFN-Ferrara through a laser interferometer (Zygo
Veriﬁre HDX) and an infrared interferometer (Fogale
TMAP-4). These measurements will be used to tune
the exact thickness of Si3 N4 to be deposited. The bending procedure will be completed by removal via chemical wet etching of Si3 N4 from one of the surfaces of
the wafer. The micro-trench will be realized through a
Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) process. This technology, routinely adopted at plenty of worldwide facilities, allows the realization of structures with high aspect
ratio. As the entire process is based solely on chemical
reactions, it leaves surfaces free from subsurface lattice
damage.
The morphology of the crystal will be characterized through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
infrared interferometry at INFN-Ferrara to verify the
dimensions of the lens with submicron accuracy. White
light interferometry (Veeco NT1100, at INFN-Ferrara)
and laser interferometry (Zygo Veriﬁre HDX at INFNFerrara) will provide the status of the crystal deformation state with nm-accuracy. Such characterizations
will be complemented with precise measurement of the
bending angle and torsion of the crystal via X-rays
with High-Resolution X-rays Diﬀractometer (HR-XRD,
Panalytical X-Pert PRO-XL, at INFN-Ferrara). Alignment of the atomic planes across the trench will be
veriﬁed through HR-XRD using a solid-state detector of high spatial resolution. The setup will be prepared through an upgrade of the existing HR-XRD to
achieve misalignment between atomic planes across the
trench with sub-Å resolution. Further characterization
of the initial “crystal lens” will be carried out exploiting Rutherford backscattering. Indeed, the experimental setup available at INFN-Legnaro National Laboratory permits to study channeling of MeV proton in
the sample to probe crystal lattice down to 10 microns
depth with nanometric resolution.
In synergy with INFN CSN5 STORM experiment,
a dedicated beamtime at CERN H8 beamline with
180 GeV positive pions (π + ) will be requested. Through
the use of a tracking telescope [30], it will be possible to probe the steering eﬃciency of the crystal while
separating particles impacting in or out of the crystal
lens structure, to calculate the steering eﬃciency boost
achieved by the new geometry.
In synergy with MSCA Global Fellowship TRILLION
(GA. 101032975), Monte Carlo simulation will be used
to optimize geometry of the setup and to reach a deeper
understanding of the experimental results, as well as
investigate cases of interest for applications at highenergy particle accelerators.

4 Impact and repercussions
The use of bent crystals to steer high-energy particles
features a long history of worldwide successes leading to
new physics experiments and schemes for beam manip-
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ulation. Despite that, the use of this technology has
been limited to cases where the limitation on the eﬃciency in beam steering was acceptable. Availability of
a new generation of crystals capable of steering particle
beams with eﬃciency close to 100% would be a turning point in the usage of bent crystal in high-energy
accelerators, boosting established setup and enabling
new groundbreaking schemes. For example, after a longlasting experimental campaign driven by UA9 experiment at the extracted beamlines of the SPS and within
the SPS ring, crystals have been tested as primary collimators of the LHC beam and became baseline elements
for operations of HL-LHC. The research team at INFNFerrara built one of the crystals presently installed in
the LHC and is currently engaged in the production
of new bent crystals for such purpose. In future, crystals equipped with a crystalline lens could be supplied
to the CERN following the success of the GALORE
program. The Physics Beyond Colliders (PBC) initiative at CERN aims to investigate potential uses of the
CERN accelerator complex beyond the scopes of the
LHC collider physics. Crystal-assisted solutions for SPS
beam extraction in the context of the Beam Dump
Facility are currently being studied. Another important subject of investigation, carried out by the LHC
Fixed-Target initiative in the PBC, is the possibility
to extract part of the halo of the LHC beams and use
it for ﬁxed-target experiments: High-performance bent
crystals have a key role for the investigated setups in
several experiments, as they could operate with lower
impact on circulating beams. Indeed, the possibility to
deploy such setups would unlock a rich variety of ﬁxedtarget opportunities at a record energy [16]. The feasibility of such proposals strongly depends on the availability of crystal kickers to integrate in the accelerators
main ring. The main goal of the GALORE program,
which is to obtain higher-performance crystals with
reliable fabrication technology, could strongly support
future commissioning. Future accelerators at the highenergy frontier such as FCC, ILC and μ-collider require
progressively more powerful and reliable solutions for
manipulating the beam, and the technology developed
by GALORE would be fundamental for assisting the
design of such ambitious projects. Indeed, the ultimate
potential of crystal deﬂectors is well expressed by the
concept of the circular crystal collider: a circular accelerator exploiting exclusively bent crystals to steer the
beam [31]. If crystal with perfect eﬃciency were available, this type of accelerator could operate at energy
orders of magnitude larger than the FCC-hh.

5 Conclusion
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the ﬁrst prototypes of a new generation crystalline particle beam deﬂector by inﬂuencing standard channeled
particle dynamic in the crystal. The technology from
semiconductor electronics and MEMS ﬁelds have been
selected in order to produce the required microstructure. A set of measures to obtain a complete characterization of the crystal sample were outlined. The most
suited experimental setup was deﬁned with the goal of
conﬁrming the successful particle dynamic modiﬁcation
via the enhancement of channeling eﬃciency.
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The possibility to suppress hard scattering with nuclei
via fabrication of a microstructure at the beginning of a
crystal has the potential to achieve the complete potential of channeling phenomenon for manipulation of particle beams. The project GALORE has deﬁned a scientiﬁc program in order to manufacture and characterize
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